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Nobility is a social class in aristocracy, normally ranked immediately under royalty, that possesses more
acknowledged privileges and higher social status than most other classes in a society and with membership
thereof typically being hereditary.The privileges associated with nobility may constitute substantial
advantages over or relative to non-nobles, or may be largely honorary (e.g ...
Nobility - Wikipedia
Penance is repentance of sins as well as an alternate name for the Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, and Oriental
Orthodox sacrament of Reconciliation or Confession. It also plays a part in confession among Anglicans and
Methodists, in which it is a rite, as well as among other Protestants. The word penance derives from Old
French and Latin paenitentia, both of which derive from the same root ...
Penance - Wikipedia
OMFO Omnipresence. Music from Omfostan! Omnipresence is the opus magnum of the explorer and
discoverer OMFO. Years of travelling far and wide, making hundreds of recordings, delving into ancient
musical cultures, learning to play strange and unfamiliar instruments, have culminated in this experimental
electro- acoustic masterpiece.
www.omfo.net
Der Adel (althochdeutsch adal oder edili â€šEdles Geschlecht, die Edelstenâ€˜, lateinisch nobilitas) ist eine
â€žsozial exklusive Gruppe mit gesellschaftlichem Vorrangâ€œ, die Herrschaft ausÃ¼bte und diese in der
Regel innerfamiliÃ¤r tradiert. Eine Klarheit des Begriffs gibt es allerdings nicht und in den einzelnen
europÃ¤ischen Herrschaftsbereichen galten unterschiedliche Kriterien, wer zum ...
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